JUDOWN - MIXED TEAMS COMPETITION ADDENDUM

2022

1 - Team Constitution
The teams are composed of 6 elements of which 3 are male and 3 are female.

2 - Weight Categories
i) The weight categories, for the constitution of each team, are those of
the table below:
Female
-57Kg
-70Kg
+78Kg
Male
-66Kg
-81Kg
+81Kg

3) The minimum number of athletes per team is 3
i) The teams are composed of elements of the same country, and may
not join another country, if they have the minimum number of athletes using
article 4 iii) of this regulation
ii) A team from a country that does not have the minimum number of
athletes can only join with one other country to meet the minimum number.

4) Teams Registration

i) The teams are registered at the time of weighing with the name and
corresponding weight category. This is the only category that the athlete can
enter.
ii) The teams will always present at each encounter only one athlete for
each weight.
iii) Teams can nominate an athlete from the previous category to
compete in the higher category.

5) Competition weights
Female

-57

-70

+70

Exception

-

-57

-70

Male

-66

-81

+81

Exception

-

-66

-81

6) The Competition format will consist of the following:
a) Poule System - maximum of 3 teams
b) Direct elimination system with a minimum of 4 teams
i) The competition is disputed by direct elimination and teams that
have lost against the four semifinalists will be relegated (double
relegation).
ii) In case of a tie in the confrontation between two teams, a draw
will be held between the 6 weight categories to determine which category
will dispute the decisive combat (in this draw cannot enter weight
categories in which there are mosaic athletes)
c) When there are only 2 teams in competition, they are played to the
best of 3 (three) victories. The team with the first 2 victories wins.

7) Scoring System
a) Each team scores 1 point for each combat won. The team with the
most points is declared the winner.

